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Out of Memory Pro, the medicine control option. 

Attention: If unfamiliar with the program, please download the manual of the program 
and study it well. 

 

Introduction 

Till  Version 18xx, the program was only available as ' SE ' (Standard Edition) and as the ' PE ' 
(Professional Edition), with control of the use of medication, a hardware feature that 
wireless communicates with the Out of Memory program. 

The latest version 19.xx NF has both options, Standard and Pro (NF = New Formula) 

The Pro communication is in a plastic box with a button to press. At the top there is a wide 
strip of Velcro with which various types of medicine roll holders can be fixed, (‘Baxter’ roles and 
similar types). In the same way also a medicine week box can be fixed on the communication 
box. 

However,  It is not absolutely necessary to purchase this hardware extension, everything can be 
tried with a right mouse button and if it helps in taking medications, it can be considered to 
make an appointment by info@outofmemory.nl for the Ordering the Communication box.  

Basically the right mouse button can be used permanently instead of the communication box 
with push button, but the battery life of a mouse is rather short and all those extra buttons on a 
mouse often work too confusingly for the user of the program .  Make your own choice, 
communication box or just an extra mouse near the medication. 
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How does it work? 

   

Click on the push button key in the toolbox(1). Select the Pro Setting in the Program settings 
menu (2) The Pro setting should controlled by means of a click on the button of the 
communication box, or by a click on a right mouse button (3). 

   

1.    2.                   3. 

The ‘Pro’ medicine messages must be entered in the Out of Memory program in the same way as  
the ‘Standard’ setting, only no medicine duration time. 

When a medicine message occurs on the screen, there is a warning signal every two minutes.  

After the user takes the medicines from the medicine role or out of its week box, press the 
button on the box or press the right button of the applied mouse. The medication message 
disappears from the screen with a loud ‘TaaDaa’. 

What if no medicines are taken? The medicine message will stay half an hour on the screen 
with the every two minutes warning signal. Within that half an hour the button can be pressed, 
but after that the main screen returns. 

As a half hour is passed without pushing the button, there will become a red circle around 
the axis of the clock pointers or if applied a red rectangle on the digital clock.  This is a 
warning for the helping care, but also for the user of the program itself. Is something wrong 
about the medication or are the medicines not taken? 

Helping care can open a medication database by a mouse cursor movement or by a finger 
(touch screen) to the right side of the screen. In this database the data of the last thirty 
medication times are stored. By clicking on the button with the name 'graphic ' a graphic on the 
screen appears in which the history of the last thirty medication times can be seen. It is easy 
to see how many minutes were between the start of the message and pressing the button. 

After closing the database menu, the red circle on the analog clock or the red rectangle on the 
digital clock disappears. 
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Medication messages on the screen 

 

In the 'tools' window there is a heading 'Medicines'. Click at the button ‘Medicine times’ and 
the ‘Medicine warnings' window appears. This is the window for arranging medicine messages 
on the screen in order to warn that it is time to take medicines. 

At the start on the screen, during fifteen seconds a sound and the selected photo will be shown 
in turn. Then only the message continues with date and time.  

 

Date and time are an additional control, especially in combination with a weekly filled 
medicine box or sealed medicines (Baxter role), that also lists the date and time for 
medication use. 

 

  

 

 Type the medication message in the red box, number and type of pills, dissolve in water 
etc. a suppository, a week box or sealed medicines (Baxter role) or just that it is time for 
the medicines. Choose a different font color for each message by clicking on a color 
button. 

 Choose the most appropriate photo, some glass of water with pills or the ‘Baxter role’ for 
each medication. 

 Set the time, hours, and minutes. 
 Choose a sound 1 t/m 6, or 7 to apply your self made sound (*.wav) please not too long! 
 Click ‘Demo and the message will be displayed on the screen as a demo. 
 Click on ‘Add line’, the time sequence of the message lines is not important. For a quick 

overview of the medication set times, there is a red dot in the analogue clock now. 
(Small dot stands up until 12: 00 AM, or a big dot from 12.00 AM till bedtime). 

 Delete a medication message by clicking on a ‘Medicine’ timeline and click on the 
‘Delete line’ button. Click ‘Delete all’ to remove all medication times 
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Placement and communication check. 

Put the PC screen on a place that is well in sight to the user and try out a place for the 
medications that not too far away from the PC. The maximum distance is  ~ 10 meters, but walls 
and all kinds of obstacles can hinder a good reception. 

Start up the ' Out of Memory Pro ' program. Move the cursor with the mouse to the right side of 
the screen and the medication data window comes up on the screen. 

On screens with low resolution the medication window will not be fully on the screen but can be 
dragged out in a better position. 

              

Click on the 'Check communication' button and the screen turns orange. 
 

               
 
Now press the button of the medicine box. If there is contact, the screen turns green while that 
button is pressed. If it doesn't turn green, you need to find another place for the medicine box, 
and try out until the screen is green while pressing. 
 

       
 
Click by the mouse on the Exit button to return to the main screen if the communication is OK.  
 
Note: Replace the batteries of the Communication box once a year. 
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Medicine messages on the screen. 

 

When a medicine message is entered, and the time is reached, at first fifteen seconds the selected 
picture is flashing on the screen with the selected warning signal. 

              

Next comes the medicine message on the screen with the warning signal every two minutes. 
 

             
 
If there is no response coming from the medicine box in the first ten minutes, two changing 
photos on the screen will show that the button on the medication box still must be pressed. 
 

             
 
After pressing the button, the main screen returns on the screen or if not pressed the main 
screen returns after 30 minutes. 
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If the maximum thirty minutes have elapsed, the red circle appears around the axis of the clock 
pointers of the analog clock. This will disappear after closing the medication data window. 
 

                    
 
 
Also the dates in the medication data window is red colored after thirty minutes and turns 
black after closing the medication window.  
 

             
 
In order to better understand the data, make a mouse click on a line. The data will be shown in the 
'details' framework. There are maximum thirty medicine lines saved up. Elderly disappear from the 
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database. So thirty data lines will even survey medicine overview over a week while using four times 
medicines a day. 
In the details framework of the medicine window there is also a button 'Graphic'. After clicking 
this button an easy to read graphic window appears on the screen. 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
Here are the last thirty medicine times to see. Most of them are within ten minutes (green). 
Three lines in the shaded area from ten till thirty minutes, visiting bathroom, doorbell rings, 
etc. and three times, one after another, against the red top bar. There was not pressed on the 
push button of the medication box. Because it was three times in succession, for example it 
would be possible that the user was not at home and took the medicines hopefully somewhere 
else. 

 

 

 

 

 

A click on the Exit button of the medicine data menu and both graphic window and medicine 
data window disappears. 
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Favorite music 

Scientific research has shown that listening to favorite music may cause more activity. 

Therefore, every day on a set time, a music track can be played to which the user of the 

program has special memories, own played music or years of passion.  

At first digitize the beloved music from old vinyl records or CD numbers (*. wav) 

 

                                    

Click on the green button (Favorite music), in the toolbox and the installation menu 

opens 

          

Enter the time on a day of the week and click on the green button, the menu scales-up. 

 

Click on the green button of a day of the week now and select the favorite music in the 

menu that opens. Click on the Save button and the music will be heard on the selected 

day and time. 

PS. In order not to disturb other pursuits, favorite music only on .10 Hrs and .40 Hrs. 
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Add your own spoken notes 

 

When program users needs more intensive assistance, it may be useful to add a spoken 

note to the messages, to get extra attention. This option can be applied at meal times, at 

medication times and at birthdays.  

When you open one of options the mentioned above, red push buttons would be 

visible. 

        

The medicine menu has six standard sounds and a seventh push button to add a voice 

note. Click on 7 and the menu with a red button appears. 

 

    

Click on the red push button and the recording menu opens. 

 

     

Click on the ' Record ' button and speak a note, wait 2 seconds and click on 'Stop' 
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Since the introduction of  'Out of Memory', there was a serious 
comment on the program: 

 

 

How do you know for sure that someone has taken his medicines if the 
medicine message was on the screen?  

 

 

Now, indeed you don’t know sure. Maybe someone just missed the message. Or is it 
still forgotten, a few minutes after the message disappeared of the screen. When 
you put the message on the screen too long, the possibility exists that someone 
would take his medicines again.  

 

 

But with half hour duration time, sound alert or a spoken message and the push 
button at the medication box to confirm this at the PC, the chance that someone 
skips medicines is much smaller and the informal care can check the database. 
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